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Auditel is an organisation that has seen many changes in the

fight or flight – is one that engenders action to defend against

business landscape since it began operating here in the UK over

the most imminent threat. We step back from the cliff edge

25 years ago. However, the momentous change required as the

when the threat is at its greatest, so to speak.

world responded to the threat of Covid-19 is undoubtedly one
of the most significant of that period. Changes were sudden,

The evidence amply demonstrates the inexorable approach of

mandatory, and hugely damaging for some sectors of the

the Global Warming cliff edge. As human population continues

economy. It was an event that businesses could not ignore,

to surge, and entire economies rely on consumption within a

and change has touched every employee of the economy and

linear system of extraction, processing, distribution, rampant

every user of products and services. The pandemic has shone

consumption and disposal – what hope is there of avoiding the

a vivid light on our way of life; it has called in to question our

approaching drop? Our way of life is simply not sustainable.

assumptions about the people, systems and processes that

Change is an imperative. So how is it that there are still those

we all take for granted. It has also brought a horribly stark

who do not recognise this fundamental, if inconvenient truth?

realisation to the growing divide between rich and poor in our
country and around the globe.

Change is the only constant
If change is inevitable, how do we best organise ourselves to

The pandemic serves as a powerful demonstration of the

minimise any adverse impacts that may result?

fragility of the global economy and just how susceptible it can

The UK has just embarked on another momentous period

be to outside forces that cannot be avoided or bargained with.

of change as it withdraws from its economic and social

And yet. It is also clear that there is a gathering of even more

contracts with the rest of Europe after 47 years of trading bloc

powerful forces that threaten our way of life, and challenge yet

membership. At the time of loading the chamber with the simple

more assumptions about what is normal. It seems that the

“Leave/Remain” plebiscite it is likely that even the most ardent

crucial difference between Global Warming and Covid 19 is the

“leavers” would now admit that the impacts of this change were

speed at which it is occurring. The natural human response –

not properly comprehended at the time.
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This is an example of a change that was not external, but Made

Winners and Losers

in Britain, and it too has served as a stark divisive force in our

According to new figures from National Grid, 2020 was the

society, spawning two tribes of polarised opinions.

greenest year on record for Britain’s electricity system, with
average carbon intensity – the measure of CO2 emissions per

What is becoming evident is that even when change is

unit of electricity consumed – reaching a new low of 181 gCO2/

something that is “desired” and brought about by a population,

kWh continuing a trend which has seen the system decarbonise

the impacts can be hard to predict. Within complex systems,

by 66 per cent in the last seven years.

there will be many unintended consequences, winners and
losers.

Rob Rome, interim head of national control at National Grid ESO,
said:

So perhaps it is time to admit that the changes required to

“2020 has been a record-breaking year for Great Britain’s

respond to a warming climate will be equally hard to predict and

electricity system. The grid continues to transform at an

there will be another set of winners and losers. Is disruption

astonishing rate as we move away from fossil fuel generation and

inevitable?

harness the growth of renewable power sources. It’s an exciting
time and the progress we’re seeing with these records underlines

The short answer is a resounding “Yes”. However, with careful

the significant strides we’re taking towards our ambition of being

strategic planning it is possible for businesses here in the

able to operate the system carbon free by 2025.”

UK to take steps to de-risk the changes arising from Global
Warming. As the world continues to make efforts to mitigate

This is a clear shift that those involved with power generation

climate change, good businesses are now entering a phase of

can be justifiably proud of. Both Solar and Wind generation

adaptation.

contributed record flows of energy to the UK complex, whilst on
the other side of the scale coal generated only 1.6% of the UK’s
electricity in 2020, compared with almost 25% five years ago.

ZERO CARBON
RECORDS

CARBON INTENSITY
RECORDS

COAL-FREE
RECORDS
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Highest ever wind power:

17.2GW

Dec 18

Largest wind share ever:

59.9%

Aug 26

Highest ever solar power:

9.68GW

Apr 20

Largest solar share ever:

34%

May 30

Greenest year on record:

2020

181 gCO2/kWh average

Greenest ever month:

May

143 gCO2/kWh average

Lowest ever carbon intensity:

May 24

Longest ever coal-free period:

67 days, 22 hrs, 55 mins

Coal usage in 2020:

1.6% (vs 24.6% in 2015)

Total coal-free hours:

5147

46 gCO2/kWh
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The Japanese owners of Australia’s newest coal-fired power

The Net Zero Asset Owner Alliance and its sister organisation,

station have written down the value of the asset to zero, wiping

the Net Zero Asset Managers Alliance, have already sent a

out a $1.2 billion investment. The Bluewaters facility was barely

clear signal to corporates about the inevitability of the net

10 years old.

zero transition. Here is a group of asset holders and managers
responsible for trillions of dollars of assets worldwide that have

Shift to low emission vehicles

said they want to fully decarbonise their portfolios by 2050.

Another sector at the forefront of the change is Automotive

That’s a big deal.

manufacturing. The shift to low emission vehicles is
accelerating and although total market share is still low, SMMT

Therefore, any corporate wishing to ignore signalling from the

data published for August 2020 underlines this important trend:

likes of Allianz, Aviva, AXA, SwissRe, CalPERS, Zurich, the Church
of England, and Generali Group for them to come forward with

Tax incentives have been designed to encourage still greater

net zero strategies now has to reckon with the fact this is not

uptake of EVs and large infrastructure investments are now

solely a long-term project. The group’s new 2025 Target Setting

being rolled out to support this. The first all-electric forecourt

Protocol has not only been developed inside a few months - light

was rolled out on 7th December 2020 at GRIDSERVE’s Braintree

speed for a corporate membership body - but today individual

Electric Forecourt.

members of the Net Zero Asset Owners Alliance started to
publish their own 2025 targets in line with the newly-agreed

Other organisations also sense an opportunity associated with

guidelines. The targets fall within a range of a 16 to 29 per cent

moving early and committing to real change. Witness Brewdog’s

reduction in emissions from a 2019 baseline to achieve inside

carbon negative strategy.

just five years.

The Investor Stakeholder

As Mark Carney puts it in his Reith Lecture series (a lockdown

In January 2021 the Net Zero Asset Owners Alliance announced

“must listen”) it will be the businesses pursuing purpose and

that more than 30 of the world’s largest investors have

solving problems for society that will be profitable over the long

committed to setting and reporting on short-term emissions

term.

targets for 2025 – a significant step forward.

NEW CAR REGISTRATIONS - AUGUST 2020
YEAR-ON-YEAR CHANGE

TOTA L:
PETROL:
DIESEL:
BEV,PHEV,HEV:
MHEV:
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87,226
49,376
14,269
14,053
9,501

-5.8%
-14.7%
-39.5%
+74.2%
+218.9%

MARKET SHARE

56.6%
16.4%
16.1%
10.9%
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But what of SMEs?

Traditionally, it is difficult to reach the SME market with services

Many investors and larger corporations have begun to recognise

to introduce more sustainable ways of working. Many owner

the growing imperative which will transform their businesses

managers are simply too busy to give focus or ring fence

and a significant number have now added their brands to the

resources to lead these projects. There is a growing need

pledge to achieve Net Zero before 2050. These corporations

to provide simple, affordable and flexible consulting support

generally have the scale and capability to support this change

services to this market.

and develop a coherent response. They can take steps to de-risk
their operating environment and improve their supply chains at

According to Carbon Trust, many SMEs can easily save 20 to

least to a degree.

30 percent on their energy costs through behavioural changes
such as switching off equipment and closing windows at the

However, how does this translate to smaller organisations?

end of the day, at the same time as implementing cost-effective

SMEs are central to the UK’s economy. At the start of 2018, there

technologies with short payback periods, for example LED

were a record 5.7 million SMEs, accounting for 99.9% of UK

lighting.

businesses. Overall, the number of SMEs has increased by over
1.2 million since the start of 2010 and SMEs employ 16.3 million,

Auditel’s carbon consultants provide support for the

accounting for 60% of total UK private sector employment.

transformation of SME business in the UK. We use a structured

SMEs are extremely diverse, operating in every region and in

delivery framework to ensure that SMEs can understand their

every sector and they vary widely in size, ranging from 0 to 250

carbon baseline and what verifiable steps can be taken to reduce

employees. Individually SMEs consume modest amounts of

their emissions over the critical coming decade.

energy, but collectively their energy demand is considerable,
accounting for around 50% of business energy use, using
58TWh/year.
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Adapting health and wellbeing benefits in light of Covid
BY: BEN CL ARKE

Looking after staff has always been important for the best

As needs rapidly changed, the industry has been ready to adapt,

employers. Having a positive environment, culture and approach

these include:

to personal development have long been components that
employers have focused on to demonstrate their commitment to

•

caring about staff.

Remote, virtual access to GPs 24/7 has been a game
changer.

•

Access to support for mental health has become even

Remuneration packages too, have been clear differentiators

more flexible. Counselling can be provided remotely. Apps

between the best employers and the rest. Salary, of course is

allow employees to monitor stress levels, and nudge them

important, but savvy employers - and employees – recognise

to access one-to-one support if needed. Personalised hubs

that the accompanying employee benefits can boost the value of

provide a wealth of information for self-care.

remuneration packages significantly.

•

Celebrities have been brought in to liven up online fitness
classes. Discounted home exercise equipment has been

Traditionally, certain benefits would be expected as core, such

made available. Fitness trackers can boost individual

as a pension, private healthcare and life assurance. But, along

motivation, and can also be linked to fellow employees’

with many things, the recent pandemic has changed all that.

workouts to help remote team-building.

Daily reporting on mortality rates, the effect of underlying

Downtime has never been more important, and some providers

medical conditions, obesity and the importance of exercise has

offer free film downloads, coffee at home, and extra rewards for

meant that we are all focusing on our health and wellbeing more

improving wellbeing.

than ever.
Let’s get physical
Remote, personalised, accessible

Musculo skeletal conditions account for 40% of sickness

Therefore, the health and wellbeing benefits that employers offer

absence, but the pandemic hasn’t been a reason for treatment

have become particularly interesting to staff.

to stop. Providers have made support such as physio available
remotely.
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The NHS backlog will have a significant impact for some time.

is made in the event of death, illness or injury, the support to an

Private healthcare will not only help people get the treatment

employee and their dependants can be a lifeline. People are now

they need, it will also help ease a burden for the NHS.

more aware of the likelihood of such an event happening, so will
be more engaged in such benefits.

Employers understand the benefits that providing access to
private healthcare can bring in terms of reduced employee

Indeed, financial planning, retirement planning, budgeting,

absence, but where this may once have been seen as a perk

financial education all have more relevance to employees now.

for senior staff, it’s now likely to be offered more widely. There

Employers that support their workforce in these areas have their

are increasingly flexible options available which have made this

finger on the pulse and show a direct understanding of what’s

affordable for many more employers.

important to their staff.

The statistics behind the statistics show the huge decrease

Communicate and engage

in people getting a diagnosis for serious illnesses including

As employees have an increased interest in their physical,

cancer. Early diagnosis is imperative for improving outcomes,

mental and financial wellbeing, this provides a perfect

and providing access to health monitoring and screening is one

opportunity for employers to communicate any support they

option that can be a real support to a workforce.

offer.

Financial relevance

And as the benefits themselves have adapted, so too must

Where employees may once have paid little attention to

communication methods. Online platforms, email, post, remote

financial protection benefits their employer offered - such as life

presentations are all being more widely used to great effect.

assurance, income protection, critical illness – it’s now become

When employees know what support they’re offered, they feel

more interesting as they see the direct relevance.

valued and they’re more engaged: great achievements at a time
like this.

These are some of the most affordable benefits. They’re now
likely to be some of the most valued. When a financial pay-out
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Are Capital Allowances “The Elephant in The Room” for you?
B Y : PA U L R O B E R T S

Capital Allowances are a tax benefit against plant and machinery

But there is a problem – most don’t fully understand what

for the purpose of the trade and they have been around for over

constitutes P&M so when they spend money on qualifying items,

a hundred years – and that’s where the problems begin. They

they don’t realise it and so don’t have the details to pass to the

have been around for such a long time; most accountants and

accountant to claim on their behalf.

their clients think they are already being dealt with and that is
usually an incorrect assumption.

Whilst Accountants regularly and comprehensively claim Capital
Allowances on moveable items, i.e., desks, chairs, computers,

The fact is, they are dealing with some of them but the vast

kitchen equipment etc, these claims are supported by invoices

proportion are undetected.

provided by their clients. However, the capital allowable items
(P&M) that are embedded within the property are usually

Example: John Fowler Case Study

overlooked as there is often no invoice and can result in claims
not being done.

Holiday Park
Purchase Cost: £29,000,000
Claim Achieved: £6,700,000

The main category of items missed are usually embedded in the
fabric of the building and are simply taken for granted as they
will have been purchased as part of a building, installed under

This is not unusual or an exaggerated example.

refurbishment or during development under stage payments,
therefore the details are not clear. These items can include; non-

Capital Allowances allow commercial property owners to claim

slip floors, lift shafts, fire and security systems, communication,

qualifying items of capital expenditure – also known as Plant &

heating systems, sanitation and signage. Until somebody

Machinery - as a tax deduction and are a valuable form of relief

instigates the process to highlight these unclaimed qualifying

that can be quite substantial.

items, the only way to fulfil a claim is to undertake a full room
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by room survey of the property to uncover the potential and

Other Case Studies

substantial benefit available to the client.

Accountancy Firm
Purchase Cost: £250,000
Claim Achieved: £77,385

Serviced Offices
Purchase Cost: £1,187,000
Claim Achieved: £497,310

Warning! In 2014 the legislation changed with regard to
Capital Allowances and if you are involved in buying or selling
commercial property, it is vital that you take advice as soon
as possible because incorrect actions based on inadequate
understanding could result in the tax relief being lost forever.
Who can claim the benefit?
The tax benefit is available to the party that incurred the relevant
expenditure or purchased the property i.e., an individual, a
Company, partnership etc.
How is the benefit claimed?
The claim is used to generate a tax refund where possible and is
used as a tax credit to reduce future tax liabilities.
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Hotel Refurbishment
Purchase Cost: £459,794
Claim Achieved: £309,352

Overseas Furnished Holiday Lets
Purchase Cost: £400,000
Claim Achieved: £116,229

Office & Warehouse
Purchase Cost: £485,000
Claim Achieved: £132,039
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In a turbulent market what are your choices?
B Y : D AV I D K E N D A L L

t has been a very challenging few months for the logistics sector,

a severe loss on your account. We are aware of some super

particularly on the sea freight side. Supply and availability for

ethical brokers that honoured their rate cards for Q4 2020 to do

containers in and out of the UK has been significantly under

the right thing by their customer, despite their own finances, and

demand, hence in most cases rate cards have been pulled and

they deserve a lot of respect for their loyalty.

pricing has risen to unprecedented levels. We would go as far
as to say that price has somewhat taken a back seat to securing

Overall though, because pricing has escalated, the markets are

space on the ships, to move product on time and to deliver

very active as customers try to benchmark or find availability.

customer requirements.

One thing is for certain though, we do not believe that there is a
broker in the country that is getting rich currently, a few percent

The brand image impact for the customer, certainly with their

profit (if they are lucky) at most is all we would expect them to

key clients is paramount. We have seen some clients that are

be earning. With this in mind we would not recommend that

reliant on sea freight for goods inwards, where margins were

you negotiate too hard, look at the bigger picture and look to

already tight, that have been trading at a loss because of the

build a long-term relationship with your current, new and future

current conditions.

partners.

Our view is that now is a bad time to be looking tendering

We are all aware of the recent border closure for road freight

and disrupting your sea freight service. If you are securing

coming into the UK, causing supply issues. Many clients had

availability, and with minima delays, then we would urge you

already started preparing for contingency supplies and inventory

to remain with your existing broker. We would also note that if

a long time prior to this – driven by Brexit, albeit where issues

your existing broker is honouring an old rate card with costs that

were unavoidably impacted was particularly around fresh food

resemble the norm ($1000 or so), then the broker will be making

supplies.
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The courier sector continues to be very buoyant as e-commerce

Courier rates are volume driven, i.e. the more you spend with a

and online sales continue to boom. This is a culture shift that we

carrier then the better the rate will be. If your online volumes are

expect to remain post pandemic as we believe that consumers

increasing, then do not be afraid to push for a better rate mid-

will continue to buy online. The decline in bricks and mortar

term. Equally, with this in mind, find the balance between using

store trading was prevalent pre-pandemic and it is unclear how

multiple suppliers and obtaining the best rate. We would suggest

and when stores will reopen and trade profitability. Auditel have

that you use each carrier in the lanes that they specialise in, for

many key clients that have a significant high street presence,

example UPS are a B2B carrier, DHL International are strong in

and despite theirs and our best efforts, these outlets continue

Europe, DPD are the best performing domestic B2C carrier at the

to act as a major drain on financial resources. Many clients are

moment, Hermes “do what it says on the tin” as a budget B2C

investing heavily in their online infrastructure and presence, and

carrier, and so on.

are viewing online as their core sales stream for 2021.
In terms of courier rates, there comes a point of course that your
Couriers provide a fundamental part of the supply chain for

rate is as low as it can go, i.e., marginally above the base cost

an online sales outlet and therefore it is critical that the client

for the carrier to move the parcel from A to B. These are national

is using the correct courier for their customers and products,

accounts or corporate accounts, certainly with an annual spend

and with a tariff and rate structure that is most efficient to their

of +£500k per annum then you should be approaching this

profile. We would also urge clients to use a multi carrier solution

level, and without a doubt at +£1m you should be eligible for the

where possible, for the obvious cost efficiency benefits, but also

absolute best available rates for any specific carrier.

for business continuity purposes.
We would avoid consolidator carriers unless you had a marginal
spend, at a key account level there is no financial benefit to using
a consolidator, as in essence all you are doing is adding another
margin to your pricing.
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Digital Transformation – Empowering Procurement Teams
B Y : A L E X S C OT T

The announcement of Lockdown 3, although not unexpected,

with digital processes or replacing older technology with newer,

is a major setback to businesses just as they started to get

digital technology has seen an exponential growth.

back on their feet after a devastating 2020. The momentum
they had built up in the last quarter has ground to a dead stop.

Digital solutions enable efficiency using automation, but

Businesses must tediously start all over again. Welcome to

additionally, create new types of innovation, rather than simply

Groundhog Day!

enhancing and supporting traditional methods of business
processing. Some of these technologies include Robotic

Businesses will be reflecting on the lessons learnt from

Process Automation, (RPA) Artificial Intelligence (AI) and

Lockdown 1, in order to try and hit the ground running when

Augmented Reality (AR). The use of ‘Bots’ is changing the way

we eventually exit No.3. Many businesses have had to reinvent

many basic business functions are carried out. Embarking on

themselves or introduce robust and aggressive new processes

digital transformation may seem like an intractable challenge

just to survive, let alone grow.

as there is no standard blueprint or template. Each company is
different and therefore requires an individually tailored digital

In the past year, businesses have struggled to manage

plan.

expenditure with a background of falling sales and income. The
pandemic has forced companies to reduce costs and consider

What Can Be Done?

smarter ways of operating. This has led to an acceleration

For a procurement function, digital transformation can

of Digital Transformation across all business sectors at a

bring unprecedented benefits in process improvement, time

phenomenal rate.

management, value for money and market engagement to name
a few. While the absolute potential of digitalisation is still to be

The adoption of digital technology to transform services or

realised, many firms are exploring how value creation can be

businesses, through replacing non-digital or manual procedures

refined through the digitalisation of procurement.
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Where procurement functions have already implemented

Once an idea has been created, it can be built on by assessing

change, the most common benefits deliver greater transparency

the value it could bring, and who would benefit. Ideas can be

and cost effectiveness.

converted into an initiative that can be integrated into a wider
company strategy.

Procurement professionals are uniquely placed to unleash
the benefits that digitalisation can bring to their organisations

2. Get the facts!

through promoting the required cultural change towards

To help build tangible initiatives, Procurement Managers need

innovative thinking. Value creation currently remains

to fully understand not just the daily activities and ‘pain points’

untapped for most procurement functions, which means that

experienced within their team, but what tools are available to fix

implementing change in this area will quickly create real value

the issues.

and bring significant benefits.
Whilst some technologies, such as cloud computing and big
1. Define the specific requirements

data analytics, are becoming commonplace, technologies

Procurement Managers are in the best position to define the

such as RPA and AI are not yet as well-understood or widely

issues they face. They are uniquely placed to envisage the ideal

implemented.

end point, where many of the issues that take up time or create
cost unnecessarily, are eliminated. Challenging the areas where

Getting professional advice is a good way to understand

improvements can be made enable the procurement process to

emerging technologies, as is attending conferences and asking

be more efficient and will spark the ideas that generate viable

for training. Digital transformation awareness is growing rapidly

digital transformation initiatives.

and so these resources are becoming easier to locate.
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3. Communicate
Sharing of best practice and lessons learned is key to success

To embed technology to the depth required for these

before and during the transformation process. As you learn,

efficiencies, Procurement Managers must use communication

fail, challenge, make mistakes and achieve success, you

and motivation to create a deep understanding of how the

must prioritise the sharing of information upwards as well as

transformation will help them.

outwards with colleagues.
All too often, Auditel finds that many Procurement Managers
This involves not just reporting back to senior management

are too insular and they ringfence themselves from the rapidly

on progress but catching up with peer groups to share insight.

changing world of technology and will only put their heads above

The benefits of this include faster development and reducing

the parapet when mandated to make changes.

duplication of effort, but also increased motivation and trust.
Motivation must exist in any large change transformation

For further information on how your procurement processes

project, but particularly in one where the end date is unspecified,

and supply chain management can be improved by digital

and employees may struggle with the concept of evolutionary

transformation, please contact Auditel. We can assist in this

change (which augments their work with that of machines).

complex area and eliminate laborious, manual functions and
speed up work processing, saving your company substantial

If colleagues can see that the transformation is having a positive

sums of money.

impact on your team, they will feel motivated to achieve the
same goal. This in turn builds trust across the company and is
fundamental to digital transformation adoption and creating
an augmented human/AI team that make better decisions
combined than any one human or robot alone.
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Procurement expertise when you need it.
Auditel was established to help organisations
make effective and informed procurement
decisions within a rapidly evolving market.
Today we are a strong network of over 100
procurement specialists and are continually
innovating our service as a leading procurement
and supply chain management consultancy.
Auditel’s procurement specialists work
alongside your existing Finance, Operational and
Procurement teams, providing the external help
your organisation requires, delivering business
transformation and a competitive advantage.
This is due to our vast expertise and detailed
knowledge of suppliers, and which of them can
deliver innovation and services at the most
competitive prices.
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